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ABSTRACT: Frequency selective rasorbers (FSRs), especially those with ultra-wideband and hybrid characteristics, are of great signifi-
cance in modern stealth technology and applications. However, currently available FSRs have issues with limited transmission bandwidth
and single operating characteristics. Here, a novel strategy is proposed to design multi-characteristic integrated FSRs with ultra-wide
and high-efficiency passband via spoof surface plasmon polariton (SSPP). The designed FSR exhibits the characteristics of absorption-
transmission (AT), transmission-absorption (TA), and absorption-transmission-absorption (ATA), which consists of AT resistive sheets,
TA SSPP slow-wave structures, and ultra-wideband bandpass frequency selective surface (FSS). The top lumped-resistor-loaded resis-
tive sheet and the bottom multi-layer cascaded FSS form an AT FSR which is demonstrated by equivalent circuit model (ECM). Middle
dispersion gradient SSPP structure that generates SSPP on the periodic array is an independent TA FSR while the working principle is
based on k-dispersion control and energy distribution. Thus, the transition band between the transmissive and absorptive bands is nar-
rowed while the crosstalk between absorber and transmission is avoided. For verification, a prototype is fabricated and experimentally
demonstrated. Measured results manifest the validity and feasibility of the FSR with an ultra-wide−1 dB transmission band from 8.9 to
16.4GHz (59.3%) and two 85% absorption bands covering 2.2–6.4GHz (97.7%) and 17.6–26GHz (38.5%). Our work provides a novel
method for the design of an ultra-wideband multi-characteristic FSR and stimulates its application in broadband electromagnetic stealth,
shielding and compatible devices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency selective rasorbers (FSRs), which can transmit
in-band electromagnetic (EM) waves with low insertion

loss and perfectly absorb out-of-band energy for radar cross
section (RCS) reduction, exhibit great application prospects
and urgent needs in fields such as stealth antennas, radomes,
and wireless communication systems [1–9]. Consequently,
numerous FSRs with excellent performance and various
requirements have been reported in recent years [10–16].
According to the relative location of the transmission and
absorption bands, current available FSRs can be classified
into three categories, including absorption-transmission
(AT) [17–20], transmission-absorption (TA) [21–24], and
absorption-transmission-absorption (ATA) [25–31]. FFollow-
ing the broadband trend of modern EM stealth, shielding and
compatible systems, dual-polarized ATA FSRs with ultra-wide
and high-transmission passband are of great interest and ex-
pectation due to their safest and most practical EM transparent
windows. Nevertheless, such FSRs are more difficult to
achieve since the transition band between transmission and
absorption bands suffers from the issues of high insertion
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loss, limited passband bandwidth, and narrow absorption
band [5, 10, 25, 31].
Recently, many efforts have been made to address these is-

sues. Structures with multi-mode resonators have been widely
used in the design of 2D FSRs and meta-devices with wide
and nearly transparent windows, such as circular spiral res-
onator, convoluted resonator, and multiple coplanar parallel
resonator [32–34, 57, 58]. The relative bandwidths of these 2D
FSRs can reach about 30% with broad absorption. To further
expand the passband bandwidth, a 2.5D ATA FSR with a rel-
ative bandwidth (−1 dB passband) of 40.5% is proposed, but
the two absorption bands are narrow [35, 36]. In addition, some
researchers have introduced 3D FSRs based on parallel waveg-
uides and planar slot lines to obtain better performance, achiev-
ing a relative bandwidth of 40% of −1 dB passband and two
wide absorption bands [37–39]. Despite these achievements,
the passband of the existing ATA FSR is still narrow compared
to the operating bandwidth of modern ultra-wideband radar and
wireless communication systems. On one hand, most methods
of expanding the passband bandwidth rely on multi-mode res-
onances within the passband, which inherently limits its band-
width. On the other hand, most ATA FSRs are designed as a
whole structure, so they face the challenge of mutual interfer-
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ence from the transmission and absorption bands and are lim-
ited to a single operational characteristic.
Fortunately, due to the properties of sub-wavelength resolu-

tion and local field enhancement, spoof surface plasmon po-
lariton (SSPP) shows efficient transmissive characteristic be-
low the cut-off frequency and strong reflection above the cut-
off frequency, which provides an alternative and flexible effi-
cient path for designing transmission line, filter, rejector, and
FSS [40–45]. Moreover, wideband EM absorbers based on
SSPP have been proposed for RCS reduction, which have wide
angular stabilities for both transverse electric waves and trans-
verse magnetic waves [46–48]. The excellent performance of
SSPP in above applications makes it a new candidate for FSR
design.
In this paper, we propose a novel guideline and technique

protocol to implement a multi-characteristic integrated ATA
FSR with ultra-wide transparent window between two road ab-
sorption bands through combining the FSS and SSPP advan-
tages. The complete ATAFSR consists of two independent sub-
sets, namely AT FSR and TA FSR. The AT FSR consists of an
AT resistive sheet and an ultra-wide bandpass FSS, which are
separated by an air layer. Moreover, the planar periodic SSPP
slow-wave structure is equivalent to TA FSR, which effectively
transmits SSPP below the cut-off frequency and strongly ab-
sorbs energy above the cut-off frequency. The overlap of the
passband in ultra-wide bandpass FSS and the planar periodic
SSPP slow-wave structure is used to expanding the passband

FIGURE 1. Schematic and operating mechanism of the ultra-wide
multi-characteristic ATA FSR. When x- and y-polarized EM waves
are irradiated on the FSR, the absorption occurs in the low-frequency
band fL and high-frequency band fH , caused by the ohmic loss of
the resistive sheet and the material loss of the SSPP array, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, an ultra-wide nearly transparent window occurs
in the middle-frequency band fM . The insets are the theoretical EM
responses of the AT, TA, and complete ATA FSR meta-atom.

bandwidth. The final ATA FSR can be easily achieved by
replacing the air gap in the AT FSR with a TA SSPP struc-
ture to construct a compact design without additional profile,
as shown in Fig. 1. Simulated results are in good accordance
with the measured ones, indicating that the 1 dB relative band-
width of the passband can reach 59.3% with two wide absorp-
tion bands. Among the above process, the equivalent circuit
model (ECM) and dispersion control engineering are investi-
gated and analyzed for the FSR design. Specially, the tran-
sition band between the transmissive and absorptive bands is
narrowed while the crosstalk between absorber and transmis-
sion is avoided. The proposed multi-characteristic integrated
FSR has enormous applications in ultra-wideband stealth an-
tennas, radomes, and other EM compatibility devices.

2. OPERATINGMECHANISMANDDESIGNGUIDELINE
OF THE ATA FSR
Figure 2(a) depicts the schematic of the designed FSR meta-
atom consisting of an AT resistive sheet and a 2 × 2 band-
pass FSS super-cell, between which is a 2× 2 TA SSPP array.
The upper AT resistive sheet is implemented by two orthogonal
lumped-resistor-loaded cross-dipoles with miniaturized zigzag
lines on both sides of a Rogers substrate, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Fig. 2(d) displays that each unit cell of the bandpass FSS super-
cell is composed of two square resonators and two coupling
square slots. As for that of the TA SSPP array in Fig. 2(b), four
metallic blade arrays with a dispersion gradient are symmetri-
cally attached to the FR-4 substrates. Here, the upper resistive
sheet and bottom bandpass FSS construct an AT FSR, while
the middle TA SSPP array is a TA FSR, which together forms
an ATA FSR. It is worth noting that all the structures are sym-
metrically designed to achieve polarization insensitivity. For
simplicity and generality, an x-polarized plane wave (the wave
vector is in the −z direction, and the electric field is parallel to
the x direction) is adopted in this paper to analyze the design
and mechanism of all dual-polarized structures. In this part, we
first adopt ECM for the design and analysis of AT resistive FSR,
then analyze the working principle of TA SSPP FSR based on
k-dispersion control and energy distribution. Finally, the com-
plete ATA FSR with ultra-wideband transmission performance
between two wide absorption bands is implemented and exam-
ined.

2.1. Design and Analysis of AT FSR Meta-Atom Based on ECM

The AT FSR meta-atom performs excellent absorption ability
in the low band and an ultra-wide high-efficiency transmission
performance in themiddle and high bands. Absorption is gener-
ated by the ohmic loss on the resistive sheet with the assistance
from the out-of-band ground effect of the FSS, while the ultra-
wide transparent window is formed by the efficient transmis-
sion performance of both the resistive sheet and FSS in the mid-
dle and high bands. We first design a dual-polarized AT resis-
tive sheet with two orthogonal cross-dipoles placed at an angle
of 45◦ on both sides of the Rogers substrate. Each cross-dipole
is composed of miniaturized zigzag lines to generate strong res-
onance at low frequencies, while an optimized lumped resistor
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 2. The configuration and geometric parameters of the proposed multi-characteristic ATA FSR. (a) The complete ATA FSR meta-atom. (b)
The dispersion-gradient TA SSPP metallic blade array. (c) The lumped-resistor-loaded AT resistive sheet. (d) The four-layer cascaded bandpass
FSS super-cell. The specific geometric parameters are as follows: p = 24mm, h1 = 0.508mm, h2 = 12mm, h3 = 2mm, w1 = 0.5mm,
w2 = w3 = 0.2mm, l1 = 4mm, l2 = 1.7mm, l3 = 2.8mm, l4 = 5.2mm, l5 = 5.1mm, l6 = 9.3mm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 3. The design verification and ECM analysis of the resistive sheet. (a) The EM response of the resistive sheet calculated by the ECM and
CST. (b) The EM response of the resistive sheet with a metal plane at different distances hd, calculated by the ECM and CST. (c) The ECM of the
resistive sheet. (d) The ECM of the resistive sheet with a metal plane.

is mounted at the center of the zigzag lines to absorb energy.
Fig. 3(a) shows the simulated transmission and reflection mag-
nitudes of the designed AT resistive sheet. It is observed that
an absorption effect appears at low frequencies, and an ultra-
wide−1 dB passband starting from 8.3GHz is achieved. More-

over, a metallic plane is placed at a distance hd below the resis-
tive sheet to study the low-band absorption performance [32].
The ideal absorber displays a perfect absorption effect with two
resonances, and the distance hd determines the resonance fre-
quency and absorption effect, as plotted in Fig. 3(b). To bet-
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FIGURE 4. The design verification and ECM analysis of the bandpass FSS and AT FSR. (a) The EM response of the bandpass FSS calculated by the
ECM and CST. (b) The ECM of the bandpass FSS. (c) The EM response of the AT FSR with an air gap at different distances h, calculated by the
ECM and CST. (d) The ECM of the AT FSR. Here, L2 = 2.58 nH, C2 = 0.03 pF, L3 = 0.38 nH, and C3 = 0.42 pF.

ter understand the operation mechanism of the resistive sheet,
the ECM is presented and analyzed for the resistive sheet de-
sign, as illustrated in Figs. 3(c) and (d). Here, the resistive
sheet composed of two lumped-resistor-loaded cross-dipoles
is equivalent to a series RLC circuit, since the cross-dipole
with miniaturized zigzag lines is equivalent to a series LC cir-
cuit [49]. The equivalent inductorL and capacitorC, which can
be calculated by dimensions of the cross-dipoles [50], deter-
mine the absorption frequency (i.e., resonant frequency), while
the optimized lumped resistor R determines the absorption ef-
fect. Perfect absorption can be obtained when the impedance
of the resistive sheet with a metal plane matches the air char-
acteristic impedance. After optimizing values as R = 250Ω,
L1 = 10.1 nH, and C1 = 0.11 pF, the ECM is constructed to
analyze and verify. The EM responses calculated by the above
ECM are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), which are in good agree-
ment with the numerical simulation results by CST.
Meanwhile, a dual-polarized FSS with an ultra-wide

passband is necessary for the AT FSR design, as depicted
in Fig. 2(d). The designed FSS is composed of a four-layer
cascaded structure to achieve ultra-wide and high-transmission
passband, with two square metallic patches mounted on the
top and bottom substrates, and two square coupling slots
printed on the two substrates in the middle layer. In this
design, the square metallic patches of the top and bottom
layers are the same, and the square coupling slots of the
middle two layers are also the same. The entire FSS structure
is similar to the resonator-coupler-coupler-resonator model,
and four transmission poles can be excited, resulting in a
four-order ultra-wideband bandpass response, as presented
in Fig. 4(a). Moreover, the ECM of the bandpass FSS is

depicted in Fig. 4(b), which consists of two series LC circuits
and two parallel LC circuits. The square metallic patches are
equivalent to series LC circuits, and the square coupling slots
are equivalent to parallel LC circuits [51, 52]. Such an ECM
can generate four parallel resonances, where the equivalent
impedance Z2 of FSS is infinite, and an ultra-wide passband
can be obtained. The simulation results, which are in good
agreement with ECM analysis, indicate that the designed FSS
exhibits an ultra-wide −1 dB passband from 7.6 to 17GHz
(76.4%) and a strong reflection in the low band, as shown in
Fig. 4(a).
With the EM responses and ECMs of the resistive sheet and

bandpass FSS, an AT FSR meta-atom is designed, and its op-
erating mechanism is analyzed. The AT FSR is constructed
by replacing the metal plane below the resistive sheet with the
designed bandpass FSS, as depicted in Fig. 4(c). In the low
absorption band from 2.3 to 6.4GHz, the FSS with strong re-
flection can be regarded as a metal plane, and the combination
of the resistive sheet and ground FSS will produce perfect ab-
sorption. As for the middle and high transmission bands from
7.8 to 16.9GHz, an ultra-wide transparent window with 1 dB
insertion loss is obtained. Meanwhile, the air gap between
the resistive sheet and FSS has a significant impact on low-
frequency absorption performance, as it constitutes the equiva-
lent impedance of AT FSR, and the conclusion is similar to the
ideal absorber in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, with the help of resistive
sheet and bandpass FSS ECMs mentioned above, we adopt a
complete ECM to analyze the operating mechanism and guide
the universal design for FSR, as displayed in Fig. 4(d). Here,
Z1, Z0, and Z2 represent the impedances of resistive sheet, air,
and bandpass FSS, respectively. According to transmission line
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FIGURE 5. The design and analysis of the TA FSR with dispersion gradient SSPP array. (a) Dispersion relations of SSPP metallic blade arrays with
different lengths l4. (b) EM responses of the TA FSR with different dispersion gradient SSPP arrays. (c)–(e) Power loss densities and (f)–(h) power
flows of the TA FSR at different frequencies.

theory with ABCD and S matrixes, the reflection coefficient
S11 and transmission coefficient S21 of the two-port ECM can
be expressed as [5]:

S11 =
−Z0(Z1+Z2)

tan θ + jZ0 (Z1 − Z0 − Z2)

j2Z1Z2 +
2Z1Z2+Z0(Z1+Z2)

tan θ
+jZ0 (Z0 + Z1 + Z2)

(1)

S21 =
2Z1Z2

(2Z1Z2 + Z0(Z1 + Z2)) cos θ
+ [2Z1Z2 + Z0 (Z0 + Z1 + Z2)] j sin θ

(2)

where θ = βh2 = 2πfh2/c represents the propagation phase,
β the propagation constant, f the working frequency, and c the
speed of light.
In the low absorption band, bandpass FSS is equivalent to a

metal plane, whose equivalent impedance Z2 is 0. Therefore,
S21 in Equation (2) is 0, and S11 in Equation (1) can be written
as

S11 =
−Z0Z1

tan θ + jZ0 (Z1 − Z0)
Z0Z1

tan θ + jZ0 (Z0 + Z1)
(3)

Meanwhile, the complete ECM is simplified as the circuit of
resistive sheet with a metal plane, as depicted in Fig. 3(d). To
achieve perfect absorption, S11 in Equation (3) should be equal

to 0 with the impedance Z1 satisfying

Z1 =
Z0

(
1− j

tan θ
)

1 + 1
tan2 θ

(4)

which is the design and optimization guideline for loaded
lumped resistor R.
In the middle and high transmission bands, the equivalent

impedance Z2 is infinite due to the parallel resonance. Thus,
the complete ECM is simplified as the circuit of resistive sheet
without a metal plane by replacing the FSS with an open cir-
cuit, as depicted in Fig. 3(c). The impedance Z1 is infinite
from 8.3GHz in our design of resistive sheet. Therefore, with
Z1 = Z2 = ∞, S11 and S21 in Equations (1) and (2) become:

S11 =
Z2
air − Z2

0

Z2
air + Z2

0

= 0 (5)

S21 =
−j2ZairZ0

Z2
air + Z2

0

= −j (6)

It can be seen that a transparent window is generated in the
ultra-wide middle to high frequency band, which is well con-
sistent with the design of the resistive sheet. In summary, all
ECM analyses are in good agreement with theoretical deriva-
tion and simulation design, demonstrating the feasibility and
universality of ECM analysis in guiding FSR design.
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FIGURE 6. The design and EM response of the complete ATAFSRmeta-
atom.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 7. Simulated Re(Ex) field patterns of the ATA FSR in the (a)
low absorption bandwith fL = 2.5GHz, 4GHz, and 6GHz, (b) middle
transmission band with fM = 8.7GHz, 12GHz, and 16.7GHz, and (c)
high absorption band with fH = 20GHz, 22.5GHz, and 25GHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 8. Normalized RCS of the ATA FSR and the metal plate in the (a) low absorption band with fL = 2.5GHz, 4GHz, and 6GHz, (b) middle
transmission band with fM = 8.7GHz, 12GHz, and 16.7GHz, and (c) high absorption band with fH = 20GHz, 22.5GHz, and 25GHz.
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(h) (i)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)

FIGURE 9. Fabricated prototypes and experimental verification of the ATA FSR. Prototypes of the (a) dispersion gradient metallic blade array, (b)
TA SSPP array, (c) AT resistive sheet, (d) bandpass FSS, (e) combination of TA SSPP array and bandpass FSS, and (f) complete ATA FSR. (g)
Experimental setups for the ATA FSR verification in anechoic chamber. Measured reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient under (h) x-
and (i) y-polarized incidences. Note “A” stands for “Absorptivity” and “T” stands for “Transmittivity”.

2.2. Design and Analysis of TA FSR Meta-Atom Based on k-
Dispersion Control and Energy Distribution

Figure 5(a) illustrates the dispersion relations of SSPP metallic
blade arrays with different lengths l4 and the slow wave char-
acteristics of the SSPP arrays with wave vectors larger than
light ones. It is worth noting that the cut-off frequency of
SSPP transmission decreases with the increase of blade array
length. Therefore, in our designed SSPP metallic blade array
with varying lengths l4, the final cut-off frequency of the whole
SSPP array is determined by the longest l4. In other words,
in the frequency band below the cut-off frequency determined
by length l4, the energy efficiently propagates through the metal
blade array with SSPPmode, while for the high-frequency band
above cut-off frequency, the energy is reflected back at differ-
ent positions in the SSPP array. The higher the frequency is,
the closer the reflection position is to the upper structure, be-
cause an upper shorter metal blade corresponds to a higher cut-
ting frequency. To absorb high-frequency reflected energy, an
FR4 dielectric substrate (εr = 4.3, tan δ = 0.5) with a thick-
ness of 0.5mm is used to support the SSPP array and generate
the high dielectric loss. More importantly, the absorption ef-

fect is determined by the equation Pa = 1/2(2πfε′′ + σ)|E|2,
indicating that material substrates with a high imaginary part
of permittivity ε′′ and conductivity σ or strong electric fields
E at high frequency f have stronger absorption performance
Pa [53]. Strong E strength can be obtained at the cut-off fre-
quency of SSPP array, thus resulting in perfect absorption in
the high frequency band. The EM responses of the designed TA
FSR with different dispersion gradient SSPP arrays are studied,
plotted in Fig. 5(b). The transmission cut-off frequencies of
FSR with the longest blade array length l4 equaling to 5.2 and
6mm are approximately 18 and 16GHz, respectively, which
are consistent with the dispersion relations in Fig. 5(a). To
replace the air gap of the AT FSR mentioned above and nar-
row the transition band, a TA SSPP FSR with l4 = 5.2mm
and h2 = 12mm is designed, exhibiting a nearly transparent
window below 18GHz and an absorption band from 19.8 to
26GHz. In addition, Figs. 5(c)–(h) show the power loss density
and power flow of SSPP arrays at 10, 21, and 24GHz, respec-
tively. It can be observed that EM energy can flow through
the SSPP array without loss at 10GHz. However, at 21 and
24GHz, energy flow is blocked at different positions because
power consumption occurs on the SSPP array. The higher the
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TABLE 1. Comparison between the designed FSR and other works.

Ref. Type Transmission band (FBW), IL
Absorption band (FBW), absorptivity

Polarization
Periodicity
(@fL)lower upper

[17] AT
5.1–7.2GHz
(34.1%), 1 dB

1.7–4.5GHz
(90.3%), 90%

N.A. dual 0.08λL

[21] TA 8GHz, 2 dB N.A.
12–26GHz
(73.7%), 75%

dual 0.204λL

[33] ATA
8.1–11GHz
(30.3%), 1 dB

3.7–7.3GHz
(65.5%), 80%

12.3–14.2GHz
(14.3%), 80%

dual 0.154λL

[35] ATA
7.8–11.8GHz
(40.5%), 1 dB

3.7–6.8GHz
(59%), 80%

13.7–15.3GHz
(11%), 80%

dual 0.32λL

[37] ATA
1.8–2.7GHz
(40%), 3 dB

0.9–2.4GHz
(90.9%), 80%

2.8–3.3GHz
(16.4%), 80%

dual 0.073λL

[38] ATA
2.8–3.8GHz
(30.3%), 3 dB

1.2–2.3GHz
(62.9%), 90%

4.2–6.9GHz
(48.6%), 90%

dual 0.11λL

[54] ATA 10GHz, 0.26 dB
3.18–9.05GHz
(96%), 90%

11.85–21.2GHz
(57%), 90%

dual 0.12λL

[55] ATA
6.44–7.49GHz
(15.1%), 3 dB

1.53–6.15GHz
(120.3%), 90%

7.73–12.03GHz
(43.5%), 90%

dual 0.11λL

[56] ATA 4.3GHz, 0.81 dB
1.81–3.69GHz
(68.4%), 80%

4.95–7.43GHz
(40%), 80%

dual 0.087λL

This work AT
7.8–16.9GHz
(73.7%), 1 dB

2.3–6.4GHz
(94.3%), 85%

N.A. dual N.A.

This work TA
0–18GHz

(200%), 1 dB
N.A.

19.8–26GHz
(27.1%), 85%

dual N.A.

This work ATA
8.9–16.4GHz
(59.3%), 1 dB

2.2–6.4GHz
(97.7%), 85%

17.6–26GHz
(38.5%), 85%

dual 0.135λL

FBW: Fractional Bandwidth, IL: Insertion Loss, λL: free-space wavelength at the lowest operating frequency.

frequency is, the closer it appears to the shorter metallic blade.
All results are consistent with each other, demonstrating the ex-
cellent performance of TA SSPP FSR.

2.3. Design and Performance of the Complete Multi-
Characteristic ATA FSR

With the AT resistive FSR and TA SSPP FSR, we finally con-
struct the complete ATA FSR by inserting the TA SSPP FSR
into the air gap of the AT FSR. Fig. 6 depicts the whole model
structure and simulated EM response of the ATA FSR meta-
atom. The simulated result indicates that an ultra-wide inter-
absorption band transparent window with 1 dB insertion loss
ranges from 8.8 to 16.7GHz, with a bandwidth of 62%. More-
over, two 85% absorption bands on both sides are 2.1–6.6GHz
(103.4%) and 17.2–26GHz (36.9%), respectively. The simu-
lated EM results of the complete ATA FSR show good con-
sistency with the corresponding results of AT FSR and TA
FSR. To qualitatively verify the bandpass-like transmission fil-
tering characteristic of the designed ATA FSR, the simulated
transmissive Re(Ex) field distributions of the FSR are shown
in Figs. 7(a)–(c). In the low absorption band with fL =
2.5GHz, 4GHz, and 6GHz, and high absorption band with

fH = 20GHz, 22.5GHz, and 25GHz, almost no EM waves
can pass through the FSR, while in the middle transmission
band with fM = 8.7GHz, 12GHz, and 16.7GHz, nearly per-
fect transmission phenomena can be observed. Furthermore,
the simulated normalized RCS of the ATA FSR is adopted to
quantitatively validate its low-scattering characteristic in both
absorption and transmission bands, as delivered in Fig. 8. Con-
sequently, compared with the same size metal plate, a signifi-
cant RCS reduction exceeding 10 dB can be observed. In this
way, the perfect absorption in both low and high bands, and
efficient transmission in the middle band are demonstrated, in
good agreement with theory and ECM analysis.

3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
To verify our analysis and design, we manufactured an ATA
FSR sample with a total area of 360 × 360mm2, including a
15 × 15 AT resistive sheet, a 30 × 30 TA SSPP array, and a
30×30 bandpass FSS, and measured it in an anechoic chamber,
as depicted in Fig. 9. In the experiment, two ultra-wideband
double-ridged horns have been placed on the same/different
sides of ATA FSR as transmitter and receiver, respectively, to
measure reflection/transmission coefficients. The transmitter
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and receiver are connected to a vector network analyzer (Agi-
lent E8362C PNA) for signal control and data processing. For
reflection coefficient, a metal plate with the same size as the
FSR has been employed to calibrate the reflection results of the
FSR. At the same time, the measured transmission coefficient
of the FSR is normalized based on the results when no sam-
ples are placed between two horns. Especially, a time-domain
gating method is adopted to reduce the multipath and other en-
vironmental interference during the experiment. Figs. 9(h) and
(i) show the measured reflection and transmission coefficients
of the FSR under x- and y-polarized incidences, respectively.
It can be observed that for both x- and y-polarized incident
waves, the efficient (1 dB insertion loss) transmission charac-
teristic ranges from 8.9 to 16.4GHz, with two strong (85% ab-
sorptivity) absorption effects covering 2.2–6.4GHz and 17.6–
26GHz. The good agreement between the experiment and sim-
ulation demonstrates the feasibility of the design and analysis of
dual-polarized ultra-wide ATA FSR. Furthermore, the perfor-
mance comparison between the designed novel FSR and other
reported ones is presented in Table 1. Our FSR has significant
advantage in operating bandwidth, exhibiting the widest trans-
mission band among all reported FSRs and having two broad
absorption bands. Moreover, the designed ATA FSR can be de-
composed into independent AT FSR and TAFSR, both of which
have better performance than other FSRs.

4. CONCLUSION
In summary, to enable a multi-characteristic ATA FSR with
ultra-wideband transmission performance between two wide
absorption bands, new design technique and strategy have been
proposed. The novel ATA FSR consists of two independent
subsets, AT FSR and TA FSR. The AT FSR is composed of a
top lumped-resistor-loaded resistive sheet and a bottom four-
layer cascaded ultra-wide FSS, separated by an air gap. The
middle planar periodic SSPP array is equivalent to TA FSR,
and the complete ATA FSR can be implemented by replac-
ing the air gap in the AT FSR with TA FSR. After thoroughly
analyzing the FSR operating mechanism based on ECM and
dispersion control engineering, the transmission and scatter-
ing behaviors of the designed dual-polarized ATA FSR are fur-
ther demonstrated both numerically and experimentally. Re-
sults show that the proposed FSR has a −1 dB passband from
8.9 to 16.4GHz with a relative bandwidth of 59.3%, which is
currently the widest among all reported FSRs, as well as two
85% absorption bands from 2.2 to 6.4GHz (97.7%) and 17.6 to
26GHz (38.5%). With the excellent performance and innova-
tive design strategies, our FSR is quite promising in broadband
stealth, shielding and compatible systems.
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